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ALL YOU WANT IS GREECE.
It has been quite a year. A year you’d probably
prefer to leave behind and move on.
You put your wants on hold and stayed patiently
inside, waiting for better days to come.
Now that these days are just around the corner,
you can start listening again to your wants and
do whatever it takes to satisfy them.
Always while keeping yourself and those around
you safe.
If you keep really quiet for a moment, you will
hear your inner voice asking you one simple
question.
“What do you want?”
Do you want to experience a little about
everything or a lot about one thing?
All you want is one place. A place tailor-made for
you.
#AllYouWantIsGreece

REGION OF CRETE
Crete is a jewel in the Mediterranean Sea, the cradle of European civilization.
The hospitable Cretan people are famous for their culture,
innovative spirit and nutritional habits. The Cretan diet is highly
esteemed as one of the healthiest diets in the world, whereas
Crete boasts a vast array of quality products such as olive oil,
wine, honey, cheese, rusk, herbs.
Crete is definitely a culinary destination for food lovers, featuring a variety of dining options from traditional taverns to fine
dining.
But what makes the Cretan diet unique among other Mediterranean diets is the whole philosophy that comes with it. It is
essentially a whole new way of life that encompasses essential
social values and habits such as hospitality, family life, fasting
and daily exercise. Crete is a heaven for nature lovers and
those combining adventure and fun on their vacation.
The island offers a variety of activities and opportunities for
exploring nature. Its mild climate attracts visitors before and
after the established touristy summer season. Crete’s stunning natural beauty awakens in visitors an imperative need to
discover its mountains and UNESCO Global Geoparks, its
impressive gorges and the unique Samaria Gorge Biosphere
Reserve, its hiking trails and more than 500.000km of the E4.
Each route in Crete is unique. One can encounter emerald
beaches, scrublands, sand dunes, rocky summits, steep
slopes, alpine zones, verdant mountains, deep gorges, dry
lands, gurgling rivers, scenic ponds, Mediterranean woods,
wetlands, fertile meadows, vineyards and olive groves, while
the same contrasts are met below sea surface. Trekking,
canyoning, climbing, scuba diving, horse riding, caving, skiing,
mountain climbing, bungee jumping, golfing, parasailing,
windsurfing, and kite surf are some of the activities that Crete
offers. All combined with a great variety of lodging options;
from small family hotels or agrotourism cottages to luxurious
all-inclusive hotels.
Crete combines the new alongside the old, the ancient with
contemporary history, being one of the most popular Greek
tourist destinations!
https://www.incrediblecrete.gr/ru/

MUNICIPALITY OF PREVEZA
The region is the hidden treasure of Greece.
A destination of exceptional natural beauty
featuring a charming simplicity. The landscape
is of breathtaking beauty combining the longest
sand beach in the EU with lush valleys, forests
and rugged mountains. The area offers alternatives for all tastes. Food aficionados will adore
the exquisite local cuisine, sportsmen will have
a choice of sea sports (swimming, scuba diving,
paddle boarding, surfing, wind surfing, kite surfing etc), water games, hiking, rafting and history
lovers will immerse themselves in the immense
cultural heritage of the region.

MUNICIPALITY OF RETHYMNO
Rethymno all-year-round
In the heart of the island of Crete, embraced by Mount
Psiloritis and the White Mountains, Rethymno is one of Europe’s best-preserved Renaissance settlements. A cultural
crossroads, a superb natural environment, special architecture, unique hospitality, and infinite entertainment options
are the elements that makeup Rethymno’s multidimensional identity. With the walls of Fortezza Castle dominating
over the magnificent Old Town, Rethymno combines the
Venetian romance with the needs of the modern visitor. In
the historic center, visit the Rimondi Fountain, the Venetian
harbor with its signature Lighthouse, and the picturesque
Loggia, one of the city’s oldest buildings. History may be
present everywhere in Rethymno. The Museum of Αncient
Eleutherna http://en.mae.com.gr/museum.html and the
Museum of Contemporary Art https://www.cca.gr/home.
html offer a charming journey to the city’s long history as if
time has never passed.
Its outstanding natural wealth will impress the nature enthusiasts: imposing canyons, beautiful caves, stone bridges,
rare species of fauna and flora, authentic mountain villages,
unique walking and cycling routes complete the picture of
Rethymno’s inland. The outdoor adventure is totally accessible for all, the only thing you need to do is to pick the trails
and itineraries that best suit you!
Thanks to its award-winning beaches, Rethymno is an
ideal destination for summer vacations. On the north shore
with its sandy, organized beaches you can find some of
the biggest and most luxurious hotels in the country. The
12 km sandy beach stretches along the east side of the
town, where every year 180 Caretta caretta sea turtles
nest. The southern coast hosts some of the most beautiful,
untouched exotic beaches of Crete.
Νot to be missed: the Carnival of Rethymno, a period of
extensive carnival activities, leading up to the Grand Parade
with the participation of 15,000 people www.rethymnocarnival.gr. The Cretan Diet Festival promotes awarded Cretan

products, offers food and wine seminars, and hosts many cultural events www.cretandietfestival.gr. The Renaissance Festival
blends integrity and durability over 28 years of its presence. It
is considered to be one of a kind in the Mediterranean region, a
meeting point for local and international artists and performers
www.rfr.gr.
Experience Rethymno’s vibrant rhythm and get to know the locals,
known for their warm hospitality and spiritual authenticity. Visit
Rethymno for a memorable holiday experience all-year-round!
For more info visit www.rethymno.guide

AEONIC SUITES & SPA MYKONOS
Aeonic Suites & Spa, takes the all-suite concept
to a new level with an international standard
of service and style. It sets a new standard for
spacious accommodations and added value
offerings in a contemporary hotel. Once passed
the doors, life moves on ‘island time’ and a little
bit slower. Enveloped within an atmosphere of
unmatched grandeur and minimal elegance, in
a setting seemingly untouched by time, each
suite has been designed to include every luxury,
leaving you free to encounter your own personal
state of bliss.
Exclusivity
Variety of suites with either a private pool or
outside Jacuzzi
Infinity Pool area – Restaurant
Magnificent views & gourmet dining all day long
Hotel
40 suites
2 floors in the main building/ 1 annex
2 meeting rooms
2 restaurants & lounges
2 elevators
1 state of the art, roof top, spa
Location
This brand new luxurious hotel is located on the
famous Korfos bay,
just a 10 min drive from Chora & a 5 min walk
from lively Ornos. Close to all
famous Mykonos must-visit places.

infinity pool encapsulates the heart of the resort’s lifestyle. An
indoor heated pool for winter days or training regimes and a
kids’ pool bring the fun of poolside life to every guest. A personAngsana Corfu is a Mediterranean sanctuary of extraordial fitness program can be designed and executed at Angsana
nary beauty, a luxurious spa and beach resort offering the
warmth and charms of its unique blend of Greek and Asian Corfu dedicated state-of-the-art Gym and at the outdoor Yoga
Pavilion, for a healthy and fit summer life. There will always be
hospitality. Its proximity to Achilleion Palace, once home to
the famed Empress Sisi of Austria, enriches its surroundings something for the children, who can happily hang out and sowith echoes of a royal era. The resort is set on an idyllic lush cially mingle at our kids’ club and pool, the Ranger’s Club. Our
green hilltop overlooking the turquoise waters of the histori- beach spot will offer luxurious sun loungers, a beach bar and
cal Benitses Bay. It boasts a close vicinity to the exotic Paxoi fun water sports activities. A dedicated concierge is available to
deliver special guest requests.
and Antipaxoi islets. Located a short 12 km drive south
of Corfu town, an UNESCO World Heritage site with its
imposing Old Fortress, the resort is strategically positioned
for must-see spots, beautiful sandy beaches, historical sites
and activities for all tastes, an experience of local heritage
and a deep sense of belonging.
ANGSANA CORFU

The resort offers a collection of 159 contemporary rooms
and suites, plus 37 luxury villa homes built in the style of
local architecture, laid out across the hilltop estate. The estate is surrounded by a landscape of exquisite beauty with
Mediterranean gardens and olive tree groves, overlooking
the picturesque Benitses Bay, presenting far-reaching views
of the Ionian sea and the countryside.
Angsana Corfu places gastronomy pleasures high on its
priority list. The resort offers a unique palette of vibrant
flavors and taste combinations sourced from around the
world. Our chefs serve up a universe of options, from fusion
Asian cuisine and sushi bites to Greek cuisine with local
Corfiot delicacies and tasty international favorite dishes.
With our full range of signature restaurants, and outdoor
dining lounge terraces overlooking a panorama of expansive
seaviews and mountainous Corfiot landscape, every meal
will be an experience to remember.
Amongst Angsana Corfu luxurious facilities, a main outdoor

AXIA HOSPITALITY
Axia Hospitality represents the only Greek
company which offers intimately interconnected
management assistance, consulting, as well as
sales and reservation management services. It
has been founded in 2012 and year after year it
shows an impressive growth in its portfolio and
in its total turnover.
It is not a coincidence that over the last years of
its operation, AXIA Hospitality has been consistently awarded for its innovative business model
by the “Tourism Awards” (2016, 2018) and the
“Greek Hospitality Awards” (2016, 2017, 2018),
whilst last year (2019) Axia Hospitality was
awarded by the international institution of “Seven Stars Luxury Hospitality and Lifestyle Awards
2019” as the “Seven Stars Sales Management
Company“ of the year.
The CEO and Founder, Mr. Ioannis Kyritsis, has
been distinguished as the “Greek Hospitality
Rising Star” as well as the “Greek Hospitality
Influencer” by the institution of the “Greek Hospitality Awards”. What makes him an innovative
leader is that he is highly capable to understand,
recognize and examine the needs of the hospitality market, thus in 2016 he partnered with
“Nelios - Hotel Digital Marketing Agency” and as
follows, he created the only “one-stop shop” for
hotel businesses in Greece.
The percentage of properties that provide
guests with luxury accommodation services,
refers to the 49% of Axia Hospitality’s total
portfolio, which clearly demonstrates that the
company has an extensive expertise in the highend hotel services.

BELVEDERE MYKONOS

tate reinvented traditional dishes that always stay true to the
Belvedere story at the awarded Greek Cuisine restaurant. Savor
Elegantly shifting throughout the decades, the Belvedere
hand-crafted timeless classics by mixologist Christos Chouseas
Hotel Mykonos, a treasured member of The Leading Hotels and exclusive martinis conceived by the “King of cocktails” Dale
of the World, has established itself among the renowned lux- DeGroff.
ury hotels in Mykonos carrying the essence of old Mykonos
into the modern age and transforming nostalgia into a genuinely unforgettable hospitality experience.
Located in the heart of Mykonos, the variety of accommodations allows guests to select desired atmospheres
in the harmonious microcosm with Belvedere’s excellent
restaurants and bars, luxurious shopping boutiques, the
renowned Six Senses Spa and the award-winning Cellar
within reach to ensure guests have everything they need
during their stays.
Anchored in Cycladic grandeur, the Belvedere is highlighted
by exclusive accommodation options thoughtfully located
in the heart of Mykonos. The accommodation steers clear
of passing trends, investing in timeless materials that age
beautifully.
The design by Concept Boarding and Belvedere’s rendition
of island interiors is visible across all properties with clear
urban undertones, a celebration of hand-sculpted wooden surfaces that simulate the sea, contrasting the pristine
white and precious monolithic marble. However, there isn’t
a property like another. The combination of luxury meets
functionality incorporates finest down bedding, ingenious
hi-tech details, and resourceful furniture solutions in bright
and ample spaces.
Experience Nobu-Style dishes rooted in Japanese cuisine
with Peruvian influence and new dishes containing the
finest local ingredients at the Matsuhisa Mykonos. Degus-

BOHEME/ NOMAD MYKONOS
It all started in 2014… a genuine idea about a
boutique hotel that, although it is 5*, it is also
earthy, bohemian. The land was there, raw and
warm, with the Aegean Sea all around, as if it
had been waiting to be wisely chosen.
And Boheme Mykonos came. A fantastic
journey started, new friendships were made,
countless sunsets were watched, our beloved
bohemians were welcomed.
Nestled in a quiet hill with views towards the sunset, protected from the strong Mykonian winds
and right next to the vibrant Mykonos Town, it
could not be but loved to the bone for its simplicity and free form design.
After Boheme Mykonos, we felt that we need
to continue looking for earthly inspirations and
natural property projects but also create something unique, innovatively modest that would
make the man feel returning after a long time to
the right place. Vacation and deep relaxation are
at the place that allows you be yourself. The real
self before we cultivate our habits and own ideas
to a lifestyle which we never originally looked for.
So came Nomad Mykonos.
Opening in 2021 - and for the first time invites
you to visit and experience the old Mykonos
while spending days and nights in total privacy.
For us, The Bohemians Concept, luxury is redefined;
it is no more than simplicity, philoxenia, nature.

DIVANI COLLECTION HOTELS
For over 60 years, Divani Collection Hotels have
exemplified Greek hospitality and have become
synonymous with luxury, comfort and service.
We view hospitality as an art form, paying painstaking attention to every detail, with the sole aim
of satisfying our guest – you.
With this philosophy in mind, we have trained
every member of staff at our luxury hotels in
Greece to be effticient, courteous and committed.
When you book your luxury accommodation
in Greece or organize your event at one of our
exceptional hotels, your needs will be met and
your expectations exceeded. With an atmosphere of refinement, comfort, and hospitality in
every one of our offerings, we create something
that discerning travelers have been enjoying for
decades – a true home away from home.
We welcome you to our luxury hotels in Greece,
Divani Collection, we welcome you home!

ELIVI SKIATHOS
On the beautiful island of the Sporades, in a
protected paradise, creation of nature, ELIVI
SKIATHOS, a 5-star hotel nestles in a natural environment of exquisite beauty. Just 12 km from
the port of Skiathos and 14 km. from the airport,
in the southwestern part of the island, the hotel
nestles in a natural environment of exquisite
beauty, with facilities adapted to the landscape,
forming a unique beachfront hotel, cooled by the
sea breeze, and bathed by the Aegean sunlight,
that upgrades the location.
ELIVI SKIATHOS offers the ideal choice for accommodation in Skiathos. Hospitable, genuine,
embraced by the four finest sandy beaches
of Skiathos island – the famous Koukounaries
beach, the Ambelakia beach with turquoise
waters, the Big and Little Banana where the
sun sets, unfolds into three different residential
areas:
ELIVI Xenia Hotel, ELIVI Nest Rooms, Villas &
Suites and ELIVI Grace Suites become synonymous with the offer made to guests who want
to enjoy one-of-a-kind holidays in a 5-star hotel
in Skiathos. Rooms, suites and residences with
gardens and pools, unobstructed sea view,
beaches, pools, restaurants, bars, dishes and
ingredients; high aesthetics and discrete sense
of measure in its most luxurious form that stimulate desires and enrich activities offer a luxurious
accommodation in Skiathos without limits. They
make up one of the most luxurious hotels in
Skiathos, in the Sporades, in Greece.

EVER EDEN BEACH RESORT
EverEden Beach Resort Hotel & Spa lies in
estate of forty nine thousand sqm offering comfortable and modern accommodation in three
blocks. Room types vary from deluxe standard
rooms, to comfy deluxe superior, belvedere
suites with the jaw dropping views, large family
rooms, Three-bedroom Residence category
rooms, and last but not least suite rooms with
private pools.
Facilities include two majestic outdoor swimming poos, one indoor pool, spa & beauty
center, and a well-equipped fitness suite.
A rich pine tree forest surrounds the premises of
EverEden Beach Resort Hotel & Spa, our Garden feature flowers and trees from Greece and
the Mediterranean. Guests can follow the path
up to Observation deck and enjoy the staggering views with islands of Aegina and Poros on
the background.
Our famous beach decorated with the Blue Flag
Award features: snack & cocktail bar, water
sports center, while our young guests will love
the Aqua Park.
Gastronomy at EverEden Beach Resort Hotel
& Spa: Greek dishes at beach tavern, Mexican
food and refreshing Margaritas at Cacti restaurant, while Asian food Lovers will be thrilled with
Hokyo Sushi Bar

FOUR SEASONS ASTIR PALACE HOTEL ATHENS
Set on one of the most stylish, sophisticated stretches of
the Greek coast just 20km south of downtown Athens,
the Four Seasons Astir Palace Hotel Athens embraces
the history, heritage and glamour of the Golden Age of the
Athens Riviera, while creating a new hotel experience for a
new era.
The Hotel perches on a pine-clad peninsula surrounded
by the blue waters of the Aegean and features a mid-century design feel that cherishes the original architecture
of the buildings, while injecting them with a new energy
through updated design elements, textures and colour
palettes. Just a short drive from downtown Athens, the
Athens Riviera boasts a chain of golden sandy beaches,
hidden coves, friendly waterfront tavernas, pine-covered
hills with views of the islands, and culminates in the spectacular 440BC Temple of Poseidon perched at the end of
Cape Sounio. Guests can spend the day at the Acropolis,
Parthenon and other ancient sites and still be back in time
for seaside sundowners and a relaxed dinner at one of the
Hotels’ eight food and beverage outlets.
Located just 25km from Athens Eleftherios Venizelos
Airport, which can also be accessed directly by helicopter
to and from the Hotel’s helipad. The Hotel’s convenient
location makes it the perfect gateway to the sights of the
Attika Peninsula and the Peloponnese, and the on-site
helipad is the perfect launch spot for helicopter trips to the
Aegean islands.
The Hotel forms a fundamental part of the community,
and our passionate team of local staff is eager to welcome guests with warm and friendly Greek hospitality and
a true sense of pride in their home.

HYATT REGENCY THESSALONIKI
Luxurious Business or Leisure Retreat in Thessaloniki
Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki offers an exclusive experience for both business and leisure travelers, combining
high-quality products with outstanding service. Make
yourself at home in our spacious and comfortable
guestrooms, enjoy authentic Greek specialties, and have
fun in the largest Casino in the Balkans, or unwind at the
outdoor pool between meetings.
Only a 5-minute drive from Macedonia International
Airport, the Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki offers high-quality
banqueting facilities, spacious rooms, state-of-the-art
technology and a unique Asian spa. Hyatt Regency Casino, the largest casino in Balkans, is a 3-minute drive away
and free shuttle is available.
Each spacious room in this luxurious international hotel
has been fully equipped with the latest in communications
technology. Every modern amenity has been provided
to ensure guests have a comfortable stay. Free WiFi is
available.
Business travelers have access to high-tech conference
facilities and the Hyatt can accommodate a variety of
business events and special occasions, from large seminars to lavish weddings in indoor and outdoor venues.
Guests have many options for on-site entertainment, with
the lively lobby lounge and Mediterranean restaurant, all
with lush outdoor garden seating areas.
Club Olympus has an indoor, heated pool, whirlpool
with hydromassage jets, sauna and steam room. Sports
facilities include a fully equipped fitness center, tennis and
squash courts. A large outdoor pool and junior pool, surrounded by lavish gardens, make the venue truly unique.

KENSHŌ BOUTIQUE HOTELS & VILLAS
The island of Mykonos is home to many pristine hotels and
resorts, but none compare to Kensh Boutique Hotels &
Villas, the leading luxury brand, offering a trip of a lifetime.
Following the recent Government announcement, Greece
opens its borders in May, bringing a beacon of hope that
travel will resume considering all European health measures
and regulations.
Kenshō Mykonos is ready to welcome guests again this
summer, and with two exquisite properties to choose from
with a plethora of offerings, it’s not hard to see why it’s a
first-class booking choice.
The brand is home to Kenshō Ornos, a beautiful boutique
paradise, offering 10 suites and 25 picture-perfect rooms,
just south of Mykonos town, yet in complete privacy.
Head southeast of Mykonos town, to find the most
breath-taking clear-sea and sandy beach, home to Kenshō
Psarou, the elite retreat. A newcomer on the island, but the
crème de la crème nonetheless, Kenshō Psarou is sure to
“wow” even the most discerning traveller.
The rich and famous come to ‘flock and dock’ their yachts,
to soak up the Grecian sunshine, whilst enjoying the finest
hospitality one could ask for. Psarou is in a league of its
own, with awe-inspiring décor from sought after designers,
an award-winning top-class chef, chilled vibes, soft sexy
beats, shisha and impeccable service – Psarou really is, a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.

MYKONOS GRAND HOTEL & RESORT, MYKONOS
RIVIERA HOTEL & SPA, PETASOS BEACH RESORT & SPA

The luxurious Petasos Beach Resort and Spa, stands majestically on its own private peninsula between world known Psarou
beach and Platys Gialos beach.
Dazzling white houses, red-roofed churches turquoise waThe property is located a stone away from 2 famous beach
ters, blue skies a sparkling Mediterranean sun golden sandy clubs and the traditional taxi boats dock taking guests to south
beaches, refreshing north winds, liberating mind and soul.
coast where all the nice beaches are located
These are the unique traits of the sensational island that is
Mykonos: The Grand Dame of the Cyclades.
Petasos beach hotel has a wide range of accommodation such
as Sea view rooms to 3 bedroom pool villas. The property is
In harmony with its awesome setting rises Mykonos Grand equipped with a Thalasso Spa center, 2 restaurants offering
Luxury Hotel & Resort. A luxury beach resort inspirationally Mediterranean cuisine and private beach access.
conceived to capture the essence of surrounding natural
wonders and host the most welcome and appreciated
guests with world class luxury.
It is located just 4 km from Mykonos Town, facing the
sunset and the sacred island of Delos. The property is ideal
for guests who are seeking a place to relax and unwind. The
property has 97 rooms and suites, a heavenly Spa Retreat,
2 bars, a cellar with rare wines, an openair restaurant offering Greek haute cuisine and a heavenly private beach
Mykonos Riviera Hotel & Spa is the islands’ most exciting
new luxury five-star hotel & spa: It is amphitheatrically built
across the new marina, a lovely short stroll from the iconic
Mykonos town (1,2miles). Sporting a refreshing nautical
theme, its rooms (420 sqf), suites and 2 or 3 bedroom
private pool maisonettes are the largest and most lavishly
appointed in the island. Likewise, its newly built 8 bedroom
villa (5275 sqf) boasts 5 sizable pools alongside other
pampering perks, like floating daybeds, for living in the lap
of luxury.
Finally there are 2 restaurants serving Greek authentic food
and a 5380 sqf Spa thalasso center.

SAINT JOHN HOTEL VILLAS & SPA MYKONOS
Saint John Mykonos Beach Resort is an idyllic
stunning oasis silhouetted against the clear
blue skyline of Mykonos island and located on a
20,000 square meter stretch of pristine coastline
in Agios Ioannis.
As one of the best Mykonos beach hotels, Saint
John combines the elegance and luxury amenities you would come to expect from a 5 star,
Mykonos hotel of this high caliber. Its reputation
for the best gracious hospitality, impeccable
service, and magnificent cuisine is renowned
throughout the world and entices visitors to
return year after year.
Its magnificent private beach, along with the
spectacular oψean views makes it an ultimate
sanctuary for a holiday of a lifetime.
The unique surroundings give this beach resort
the spirit of the traditional Island life blended with
the authentic cosmopolitan style of Mykonos,
where characteristic Mykonos Island whitewashed cubist houses cascade down onto
the private pristine 200 meters beach made up
of waters of crystal clarity. 136 ultra-luxurious
and romantic rooms at one of the best five star
Mykonos hotels, one of the 9 exclusive and
private suites or one of the 3 magnificent villas
with their own private swimming pool.

SWOT HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
DUCATO HOTEL & VILLAS - SANTORINI
Ducato di Oia - The Boutique Hotel, is located at
the historical part of Oia, on the northwest edge
of Santorini island. The magical village is known
for its excellent “micro climate” and its scenic
views of the Aegean. It extends for almost 2
kilometers (1.2 mi) along the northern edge of
the caldera that forms the island of Santorini,
at a height of between 70 and 100 meters (230
and 330 ft) above sea level, creating a stunning
sunset setting. A breathtaking 300 steps footpath leads visitors to the port of Oia.
Ducato Wine Hotel &Villas - Hard to capture
the authentic traditional island vibe of Santorini,
especially during summertime, when the island
is bursting with travelers from all over the world.
Fortunately, we have gathered five homes – true
gems – where every visitor can experience the
genuine Cycladic life and feel like a local at the
heart of the most popular Greek island.

SWOT HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
KOUROS LUXURY BOUTIQUE HOTEL AND
SPA MYKONOS
Kouros luxury boutique hotel and spa in
Mykonos town was founded in 1994 and is one
of the premier establishments to vacation in the
Greek Islands. Completely renovated in 2018
by renowned French designer Fabienne Spahn,
Kouros Hotel and Suites offers its guests an
exclusive, elegant, relaxing experience all within
the idyllic setting of Mykonos Island.
Kouros is a jewel of traditional and modern architecture, which combined with its unique location, a cliff near Mykonos town with panoramic
views of the town, the sea, and the breathtaking
sunsets, creates the charming mood necessary
to fully enjoy our beautiful island.

THE VILLAS:
Our goal is to indulge our guests every whim by providing them
with personalized services, including reception and concierge
services, buffet breakfast, complimentary daily maid service,
THE LOCATION:
private transfers, private in house massage and exercise
On the world famous island of Mykonos within a gated
community overlooking Panormos Bay, Mykonos Panormos services, room service and chef services. We are located a
short walk, 200m, from Panormos Beach and 5k from Mykonos
Villas’ 28 private luxury villas, are ranging in size from 2-4
bedrooms, offer spectacular views of the sea, the sand and Town, the airport and both ports.
the untamed hillsides. Set on 55,000 meters, just 5k from
Mykonos Town, the property has been designed to integrate tailor made experiences and understated elegance
with the leisurely island lifestyle and vibrant nightlife that has
made Mykonos a world class destination.
SWOT HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
MYKONOS PANORMOS VILLAS

Spend your day or evening relaxing with a meal and a
cocktail or a massage around your villa’s private pool, swim
at trendy Panormos with its bohemian beach bar/restaurant
or soak up the low key vibe of secluded Agios Sostis beach
and it’s charmingly authentic Greek tavern. Mykonos Panormos Villas provide the perfect combination of personalized
services, privacy, natural beauty and location that bring our
guests back year after year.
THE EXPERIENCE:
Mykonos Panormos Villas is a blend of minimal and traditional whitewashed Cycladic architecture. The Villas and
Suites offer 2-4 bedroom options, all with spectacular views
of the bay, a large variety of tailor made services and gastronomy, plenty of outdoor living space, beautiful pools and
resident and guest parking. The villas’ private location and
wide array of services make them an ideal holiday choice for
families, friends, couples and groups who want to experience the relaxed luxury lifestyle that our private villas offer.
Interior and exterior living spaces have been constructed of
the highest quality materials and are decorated with comfortable, stylish furnishings and carefully selected artwork
that enhance the overall ambiance of this beautiful setting.

SWOT HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
NIKKI BEACH RESORT & SPA PORTO HELI
Mediterranean elements fused with high-end
design and decorative features, such as elegant
adorns in cool colors and subtle lighting are
utilized making this a unique lifestyle boutique
resort, ideal for any discerning traveler. The
resort’s setup is ideal for themed events, weddings, social and business gatherings enjoying
spectacular beachfront setting. Picturesque and
exclusive, Porto Heli is one of the most desirable
locations on the Greek Riviera. The resort’s ideal
beachfront location allows guests to enjoy the
clear blue waters and stunning panoramic views
from almost every corner of the property.

FOR YOUR EVENTS
FYE is an event agent which is able to offer vertically integrated event solutions.
Our international experience along with our
solid, detailed knowledge of each destination
in Greece and event organizing, will ensure a
successful and unforgettable event for you and
your guests.
For more, check our exhibitor files!
Thank you!
https://www.instagram.com/fyeforyourevent/
https://www.facebook.com/fyeforyourevent

EVERCRETE - ANTONAKIS BROS P.C.
Evercrete is a food company which was established in 2011 in the island of Crete in Greece.
Following our 30-year family tradition in agribusiness by trading and exporting Cretan fruits, we
gained the knowledge of cropping, preserving
and processing the raw materials of our land.
In Evercrete, we love and respect our land and
its traditions, nature and fruits, we trust our
people and their experiences and we aim to
produce quality, pure, natural and delicious
products, retaining the nutrients and aromas
through mild processing and avoiding the use of
additives, sugar and preservatives.
Our products are a mirror of our restless spirit,
which does not stop looking for new combinations, recipes and raw materials, that at the end
of the day we are trying them with our families
and friends. Because for us in Evercrete, taste is
experience, it is memories, it is family dinners..
and our products reflect the way we would like
to see our world: simply and naturally.
Among our products are:
• Organic & Convectional Extra Virgin Olive Oil
• Organic Olives
• Balsamic Vinegars, Dressings and Glazes
• Natural sweeteners
• Organic Avocado Oil
• Sea Salt - Fleur de Sel
• Organic Aloe Vera Juice
• Teas and Juices with Aloe Vera Juice

TRIPODAKIS - WINES & GOURMET
The history of Tripodakis Winery goes back a century,in
1907, in Korfalonas Kisamos, Chania, Crete. The use of
traditional vinification methods and wooden barrels resulted
in high-quality products. In 1935, Tripodakis Winery was
awarded the Silver Medal at the Thessaloniki International
Fair.
From 1961, memorable Antonios K. Tripodakis undertook
the continuation of the family tradition of winemaking,
following the footsteps of his ancestors. With hard work, his
business skills, perseverance and his insightful spirit as his
weapons, he wrote his own great story in the field of Winery
– Vinegar Production.
With pride and responsibility, his children succeeded their
father and swore to continue the great legacy of their family.
With scientific training, enthusiasm, hard work, research
and vision, they are adapting to market developments and
new food trends. They aim at the high-standard operation
of their companies and the production of excellent Greek
products.
Οur Production
Carefully selecting the best grape varieties from all over
Greece, we produce, standardize, bottle and distribute a
wide range of wines, like white, rose, red, semi-sweet and
recognized P.G.I and P.D.O.
We have developed one of the largest vinegar production
plants in Greece and we have a wide range of products,
both red and white vinegar and all types of vinegar, such as
vinegar from grapes/wine, balsamic vinegar, apple vinegar
and vinegar from other fruits like plum and pomegranate.
Furthermore, we have expanded the range of our products
with new products and sweeteners including grape molasses, confectionery syrup, concentrated grape must and
concentrated raisin syrup.

Our products are exported to USA, Europe, Asia and Africa.
Our production can cover all the needs of packaging, both small
and large, from 330ml bottles to 5lt bottles, as well as sale in
bulk (barrels, IBC and tanks).
Annual production capacity of wine is 7,000 tons, the vinegar
production unit exceeds 15,000 tons, for sweeteners and
lemon condiments it is 2,000 tons while for distillates it exceeds
1,000 tons per year.
Our Vision
Believing in honesty and investing in mutually beneficial relation

www.greekalternativetourism.gr

